Focused Feedback and Attainable, Maintainable Goals

Don’t Mention Gamification
I was challenged recently to talk about gamification without mentioning games or
gamification! The reason is that many people have not got time to dive too deep into the
meanings and on its own, gamification as a word is confusing, to say the least. So, I took to
YouTube and had a go!
My thoughts revolved around two core concepts; Focused Feedback and Attainable,
Maintainable Goals.

Focused Feedback
Feedback is essential for engagement in anything we do, whether it is related to our job,
social life or hobbies. Without feedback, we don’t know where we, how we are doing or
where we are going. Not having feedback is like driving without seeing the road or a map!
Good feedback focuses specifically on the needs of the user and is Relevant, In-Time and
Meaningful. I have explained this in previous posts, but the core is that feedback does not
need to immediate, but does need to provide value to the user at a time that lets the user act
on it. Feedback comes in many shapes and sizes, from physical rewards to verbal pats on
the back to progress bars. However, the main types to consider are notification of success,
failure and general progress.
The crux is, you are keeping the user informed to enable them to take responsibility for
what they do next and how they do it.

Attainable, Maintainable Goals
Goals are hugely important to us as we try to achieve the things e want to achieve, but it is
important to understand how to set them! There are many methods out there, I particularly
like SMART goals. However, a simple way to look at your goals are “Are they attainable and
are them maintainable?”

Attainable
If your goal is too big or set too far into the future, it can be very hard to prioritise it. Years
ago, I discovered a concept called Construal Level Theory. It basically states that the further
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away an event is, the harder it is for us to give it a priority because it is abstract, whereas
close up events are more concrete.
So, when creating goals you should have in mind the overall goal, but also smaller more
attainable goals. If you have a year long plan, break it down into months, weeks and days.

Maintainable
You need to balance how small the goals are between your ability to keep achieving /
maintaining them and how practical they are as a way to achieve the overall goal. If you
make them too small, it becomes hard to do enough of them to achieve the main goal. Too
big, and they become unattainable again. This leads to becoming demoralised.
A good example is my wife. She is currently writing a book and set herself a daily word
count she had to achieve, to get to her end of year goal. However, life got in the way, as it
does, and the goals become unmaintainable and unattainable! She got very demoralised
always falling short of each daily or monthly goals. Every day she was unable to write, the
end goal got exponentially further away.Her solution, lower the daily word count a bit,
without significantly changing the potential delivery date of the end goal. This left her with
a much more attainable set of goals, that she could not only
Her solution, lower the daily word count a bit, without significantly changing the potential
delivery date of the end goal. This left her with a much more attainable set of goals, that she
could not only achieve but overachieve on from time to time. You can see below her 2016
word count vs 2017. Up until February 2017, the daily count was 250 words. In march, she
changed it to 150!
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2017 Word Count Targets
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2016 Word Count Targets
The end result is a much happier and more motivated writer!

Adding them Together
When you mix feedback into your goal strategy, you suddenly have a very powerful
motivational tool. You can set feedback for each stage of each goal, positive notes to say
well done for hitting a weekly goal, gentle chastisements for missing them. Bigger rewards
(like a team meal) for hitting more significant milestones. Daily updates on a progress chart
to show you and your team where you are compared to where you need to be.

Conclusion
Ok, so now I will use the word gamification again…
Gamification purists will not like this as it does not contain concepts such as narrative,
competition, collaboration etc. However, for the Non-Gamification Muggles out there, this
should be a clear starting point to understanding why we get so excited about the potential
for gamification. Simple changes can have a massive impact on motivation, engagement and
productivity!
I’ll leave you with a summarising model – I like models…
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Focused Feedback and Goals

Also published on Medium.
Please wait...
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